
VANTIS Freezer Combination

in perfect formation 

Successful sales 
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Maximum attention 
perfectly staged
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Welcome 

You will become especially flexible with
the Vantis freezer set – both in respect to
the layout of your sales area as well as
your assortment of products. The Vantis
compellingly combines the advantages of
a freezer chest and a freezer cabinet.
Bagged and bulk goods are preferably
presented in the freezer chest area while
stacked merchandise is displayed at
customer eye level illuminated with first
class quality lighting. The cabinets and
cases have been designed to provide an
optimum view of the merchandise – even
to the very back of the freezer chest area.

The Vantis is unique from a technological
standpoint and thus from an economic
point of view as well. The Vantis is the
world's first freezer combination to 
operate with the Single Coil System.
This freezer combination uses only one
condenser and thus cuts the operating
costs accordingly.

Benefits for your business

Horizontal and vertical product 
presentation 

Single Coil System: Using only one 
condenser cuts costs and saves space

Optimum utilisation of space for a 
wide product assortment 

One-of-a-kind lighting concept 

Highly forceful display appeal 

Plenty of display space.
Small footprint
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Light and airflows 
for maximum profit 

Top-of-the-line merchandising 
technology
Our new lighting layout has enabled us
to excellently put the light on all mer-
chandise and yet maintain constantly low
temperatures. We have solved the
light/temperature problem by using spe-
cial high-performance tubes, reflectors,
and prisms.

The technological principle of the Linde
freezer combination is also one of a
kind worldwide. The refrigeration and
control equipment of cabinet and chest
sections are interconnected. Thus, only 
a single condenser system is sufficient
for the entire freezer combination. This
increases the operational reliability
while requiring only half of the compo-
nents otherwise needed. Since less 
time is necessary for installation and
servicing, your freezers are available at
all times to present your merchandise.
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Gondola Combination

Ideal combination 
Horizontal and vertical 
product presentation in one
Vantis
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Intelligent action 
down to the last detail

External lighting
The optional external
lighting shows your
range of products to an
even better advantage.
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Vantis in Detail

Ergonomic handles
Your customers will enjoy
opening the cabinet doors
using the ideally designed
handles.

Rugged collision bumper 
Tough collision bumpers
protect the gleaming 
appearance of the Vantis
even in during punishing
routine of daily business.

Lighted handrail 
The lighting integrated in
the handrail sheds an
even better light on your
merchandise.

Various glass heights
We can supply the Vantis with
two different glass heights that
match the scheme of your 
market.
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Using Vantis 
for doing best possible business

Variety
The period the merchandise
remains in Vantis freezer
sets is particularly long due
to the large size of the 
product facing.

Lighting scheme
The Vantis offers an 
outstanding quality of 
lighting.

Scene
Two Vantis freezer sets in the
neighbourhood of Marena
crown end cabinets.
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Market Impressions

Effect
The high quality of the 
lighting additionally 
enhances the forceful
display appearance.

Impression
The combination of cabinets
and cases gives even long
freezer segments an 
attractive appearance.

Mood
Displaying your products in
the Vantis automatically
increases customers' buying
mood.
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Custom-made 
for your business

Vantis SG3.A8 Vantis SG3.CE A8 Vantis SG3.CE A8-O

Vantis straight cases and crown end cabinets: Case height 2,040 mm / facing glass height approx. 300 mm

Vantis SG3.A8 L Vantis SG3.CE A8 L Vantis SG3.CE A8-O L

Vantis straight cases and crown end cabinets: Case height 2,220 mm / facing glass height approx. 300 mm
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Technical Data 

Vantis (Modules) 188 250 375
Lengths including 
end walls (50 mm each) (mm) 1,980 2,600 3,850

Temperature ranges (°C)

-18/-20 -18/-20 -18/-20
-22/-24 -22/-24 -22/-24

Net cubic capacity (l)

Standard height 1,205 1,560 2,410
Inside height 1,360 1,815 2,720

Total display area (m2)

Standard height 3.80 5.10 7.60
Inside height 4.55 6.10 9.10

Vantis         SG3   . A8Type code

Product line

Temperature range = 8 (-22/-24°C)

Standard glass 
Facing glass approx. 30 cm

Vantis SG4/AG4.A8 Vantis SG4/AG4.CE A8 Vantis SG4/AG4.CE A8-O

Vantis straight cases and crown end cabinets: Height 2,040 mm / facing glass height approx. 400 mm

Vantis SG4/AG4.A8 L Vantis SG4/AG4.CE A8 L Vantis SG4/AG4.CE A8-O L

Vantis straight cases and crown end cabinets: Height 2,220 mm / facing glass height approx. 400 mm
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Linde Kältetechnik GmbH & Co. KG · Sürther Hauptstrasse 173 · D-50999 Cologne
Phone ++49 (2236) 601-01 · Fax ++49 (2236) 601-154 · www.linde-kaeltetechnik.de

The refrigerated cabinets we manufacture today set the
standard for tomorrow. The Evolution5 product range
from Linde gives every market a dynamic and sales-
oriented appearance.

The capability of being able to combine refrigerated dis-
play cabinets ensures greatest possible flexibility
in presenting merchandise. The refrigerated display 
cabinet architecture enables maximum utilisation of
floor space. Display cabinet styling that places the
focus on products - perfectly. The colour concept
can be tailored individually to all product assortments
and market furnishings. Reliable temperature 
control is guaranteed. Low energy consumption.
With numerous fittings and accessories to meet all
of your individual needs.

Linde Evolution5 creates ideal shopping conditions
in every market.

Supply 
meeting the demand


